
SUMMATIVE ASSESMENT(SA-01)  SEPTEMBER / OCT 2019 

SUB: ENGLISH (THIRD LANGUAGE-63E)         STD: VIII       MARKS: 40 

I- Four alternative answers are given below choose the correct alteration 

and write the complete answer along with its letter.       04x01=04 

 
    1- One who write the poem. 

 a) Writer          b) Poet              c) Poetess        d) Novelist 

    2- Write the opposite word of   “like”. 

 a) Dislike          b) Unlike          c) Inlike        d) Likeless 

    3- Rani come to school___________bus.    ( suitable preposition is) 

 a) In                  b)By                c)Into                 d) With  

    4-  The plural of play is 

 a) Plaies            bPlays             c)Playes             d)Plaves 

 

II- - Answer the following question in a sentence each.                              04x01=04 
     5- Who wrote the letter to the king? 

     6-Where was  Guru Nanak's father send him? 

     7- Where does the poet imagine the trees? 

     8- Who killed Sharavana ? 

 

III- Answer the following question in 2 or 3 sentences each .                   02x04=08 
     9- What was happening in the forest? 

    10- What did the shepherd boy use to do when villagers appeared? 

    11- What did Nanak do with the money that his father gave him? 

    12-How did the old parents's curse come true? 

 

IV- Answer the following question in3 or 4 sentences each.                       03x02=06 

 
    13- Why did the King become angry with Tenali Rama? 

    14- Write the summary of the poem  “ Rain in summer ”. 

 

V-- Read the given Extract and answer the Question that follows.              02x03=06 

     15- “ How could an intelligent man like you make such a grave mistake”   
          a) Who asked this question ? 

          b) Who was an intelligent man refer here? 

          c) ) What was the grave mistake? 

 

     16-  “ He say no one can break a single twing ”. 
               a)  Who does he refer to ? 

              b) To whom was this said ? 

              c)  Why did he say so ? 

 



 

VI- Quote from memory.                                                                               01x04=04 
 

      17-   Ere on____________________ 

           _________________________ 

            _______________many a year. 

 

VII-- Answer the following Question in five or six sentences.                       01X04=04 
 

      18-  How was Suranda rewarded by the police department? 

OR 

 

        *Describe the incident that happened at Haridwar ? 

 

VIII-  Imagine that you are Rahul /Anjali of Govt High School Belgaum.                                                                                                                                    

01x04=04 

 
       *  write a letter to you friend about you study. 

OR 

 

      Write a letter to you father for sending you Rs 500 for books.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SUMMATIVE ASSESMENT(SA-01)  SEPTEMBER / OCT 2019 

SUB: ENGLISH (THIRD LANGUAGE-63E)         STD: IX       MARKS: 40 

I- Four alternative answers are given below choose the correct alteration 

and write the complete answer along with its letter.              04x01=04 

 
    1- Give one word for ‘a fortified house’ ___________ 

             A. garden        B. Palace               C. Castle       D. Hut  

2-   Ganga is the longest river of India.   The underlined word in the above sentence is 

       A. proper noun     B. abstract noun     C. collective noun D. common noun   

3- The word “ regular” can be written in its antonym form by using the prefix –  

      A. dis        B. il      C. ir        D. un   

4- The farmer is sleeping ________ the tree..  Fill in the blank with correct preposition. 

        A.   on                   B. under            C. into                 D. above   

 

II- Answer the following question in a sentence each.                                     1x4=4 
    5- Where did the Three brother go one day? 

    6- Where was the fox passing through? 

    7- What did the boy see in the next door garden? 

    8- How many bulls the Queen offered to the farmer’s wife? 

 

III- Answer the following question in 2 or 3 sentences each.                           2x4=8 
   9- Why was the farmer rewarded?  

  10- What were the three questions usually asked by Napoleon? 

  11- Why has water become scare? 

  12- What did the cart-driver hear at last ? 

 

IV- Answer the following question in3 or 4 sentences each.                              2x3=6 
  13-  Who was the cart driver praying? And why? 

  14  - Write briefly the summary of the poem “ kindness to animal”. 

 

V-- Read the given Extract and answer the Question that follows.                  2x3=6 

  15- “Let the poor things enjoys themselves, please don’t trouble them.” 

 
 a) Who said this? 

 b) Who are the poor things? 



 c) Who should not trouble them? 

 

16   - “ Wait ,foolish ones ! wait good boys!.” 

 
 a) Who does the word “foolish one good boys”  refers to? 

 b) Who said this sentence ? 

 c) From which lesson this sentense taken from? 

 

VI- Quote from memory.                                                                   01x04=04 
    17-  The little lark_______ 

                                         __________________ 

                           ___________ 

                                      

                                                           ____________  an untired wing 

OR 

 

 

                                  She dwell ________________ 

                                           __________________ 

                                                              _____________________ 

 

                                                                      ____________________few to love 

VII- Write an Essay on any one of the topic given below                             1X4=4 
 a)    Aim of my life.   

 b)    Rain Water harvesting 

 c)    Chandrayan -2 

 

VIII-– Imagine that you are Ayan/ Aaliya of Govt High School Belgaum.  01x04=04                                                                                                                                                       

 
Write a letter to your friend inviting him /her to your birthday party. 

     OR 

 Write an application to your class teacher requesting him /her to sanction 3 days leave ,give 

reason. 

 

 

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SUMMATIVE ASSESMENT(SA-01) for sslc- SEPTEMBER / OCT 2019 

SUBJECT- THIRD LANGUAGE ENGLISH  (63E)   TIME – 2: 30    Marks – 80  

I- Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions. Only one of them 

is correct. Choose the correct alternative and write the complete answer along with 

its letter.                                                                                       01x08=8  

1- Give one word for ‘a place for keeping birds’ ____________ 

 A. garden B. aviary C. apiary D. shed  

2- Indian army is highly professional. The underlined word in the above sentence is 

A. proper noun B. abstract noun C. collective noun D. common noun   

3- The word “ appear” can be written in its antonym form by using the prefix –  

A. dis        B. il      C. ir        D. un   

4- The farmer is sleeping ________ the tree.. Fill in the blank with correct preposition. 

 A. on                   B. under            C. into                 D. above   

5- Latha acted in 8 films in Hindi and Marati.  

The correct form of question to be framed to get the underlined word as answer is __________ 

 A. Who acted in 8 films?      

 B. How much film did Latha acted?  

C. How many films did Latha act in Hindi and Marati?    

 D. How many films did Latha acted in Hindi and Marati?   

6- What a huge building Vidhana Soudha is!  

The above sentence can be changed into an assertive sentence as __  

A. Vidhana Soudha is a building.  

B. What kind of building is Vidhana Soudha? 

C. Vidhana Soudha is a big building.  

D. Vidhana Soudha is very huge building.  

 7 -The Mango was too rotten to eat.  

This can be write by removing’ too .. to’ and using’ so that not ‘as ___  

A. The mango was so much rotten. 

 B. The mango was so rotten that one cannot eat. 



 C. The rotten mango cannot be eaten.  

D. The mango is rotten and cannot be eaten.   

8 - She gave a nice speech. The above sentence can be written in passive voice as ____ 

 A. A nice speech was given by her.        B. A nice speech was given.  

C. She gave nice speech.                 D .  A nice speech she gave.  

  II- Answer each of the following questions in a sentence .              01x08=8                                                           

9- Who was Chandan Das?  

10-Which is the first animal seen by Gopi? 

11- Which is the capital city of Kashmir ? 

 12- Which river flows in Kashmir? 

13- Name the president who awarded Bharat Ratna to M .S.  Subbulaskshmi.  

14-  Who wrote the poem “Autumn Song”?   

 15-  When will everyone be your friend?  

16- What is Latha Mangeshkar's world record ? 

 III- Answer the following questions in two or three sentences each.        02x08=16  

17- What announcement was announced by Chankya? 

18-  Why did the mother elephant was looking sad? 

19- How is the Giraffe described in the lesson “At the Zoo”? 

20- Who is our faithful friend  ? 

21 -What does the tiger stand for in the poem “The Tiger and the Deer”?  

 22-  Why did Srinagar called as “ Venice of India” 

 23 How did Rajaji teach a lesson in “discipline” to his young ADC? 

 24. Why did Rogger stolen the bicycle?    

  IV- Answer the following questions in four or five sentences each.      03x04=12  

25- What does the poet convey in her poem “Autumn Song”? 

OR 

*    How the poet make a comparison between good ane bad by the poem” tiger & the deer”?  

 26 -What are the characteristics of a faithful friend?  

 27- What plan did Chankya hit to find out to chandandas? 

  28- Describe the floating gardens of Kashmir?    



  V- Read the given extracts and answers the questions that follow    03x05=15  

29 - “Here I am!” 

 a. Who said this?                 b. Who was it said to?                         c. When was it said?  

30- “ Oh!  It is minister Rakshasa “        

a . Who said this?               b- When was it said ?                              c- Where was it said ? 

 31- “The Music world and Tamil Nadu have been honored”. 

 a. Who said this?             b. Who does this statement refer to?          c. When was it said?  

  32 She was called “Nightingale of India” and was awarded Bharatha Ratna “   

 a) Who does she refer here?  

 b) Who awarded her Bharatha Ratna?  

 c) From which lesson is  this statement taken from? 

33 -  “ Death leaped on the beautiful wilk Deer. ” 

 a. Who said these lines?  

b. Who does the word “death” refer to?           c. Name the figure of speech of this line?    

 VI -    Quote from memory.                                                                01x04=0 4  

34-   It is not _____ ________ __             OR     Lily of a day______________ 

___________________                                                   _____________________ 

_____________________ and sere;                      __________________                                               

.  

    VII --Answer the following question in five or six sentences.      01x04=04 

35-  Explain the varieties of flowers and fruits of Kashmir.  

OR 

  *   Describe the Comparative achievements of Latha Mangeshkar & M.S.Subbulakshmi. 

VIII--- Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.    01x04=04 

36-  There was a boy who would never devote day attention to his studies. His parents sent him to 

school, but he took to playing on the road and did not care for the opinion of even those friends 

who helped him in danger. One day a gentlemen, who was on the look out for a boy servant 

happened to come across him, wondering all alone in the street. He carried him away to a 

different town and made him work day and night as a servant. Now the boy repented of his folly 

and one day while his master was asleep, he slipped away and after a good deal of trouble, 

reached home he studied hard and became a great man.   

 a) What  the boy would never do?  



 b) How did the gentleman come across the boy?  

 c) What did the gentleman do?  

 e) What did the boy do one day when his master was fast  asleep ? 

  

   IX - Write an essay on any one of the topics not exceeding to twelve to fifteen 

sentences.                                                       01x04= 04 

  

37.  a). M.S. Subbalakshmi a great singer.  

         * Her Childhood * Her popularity in the music * Her awards  

      b)   Save the water        

        * Sources of water * Uses of water * Conservation of water. 

        c).   India of my dreams.  

       * programmes    * achivements  * Improvements    

X - Imagine you are Rehan / Reeda of Government High School, Gulbarga.       05 

38.  Write a letter to your friend inviting him/her for your birthday party.  

                                                       OR  

Write a leave letter to your class teacher mentioning the reasons to grant you leave for two days.  

 


